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Modern Day Psychopathy: A Foreword  

 Hello, future slaves, let me make a formal introduction. I am simply a person who thinks 
that together you and I can have a good time. Well, that all depends on your definition of good, 
so perhaps it is better to just say that you and I can surely have a time. I may not be special, just a 
kid from a town deep in the center of nowhere, but I think that I have come up with a way to 
connect all of us, not as countrymen or even humans, but as things which are living and which 
have the capacity to think.  

 This is a project of many levels and depths depending on how far into it you are willing 
to go. There is a surface level, the musings of a Psychopath, and it is unfeeling and cold and 
merely some words to a page. The next level in is you. It is adding a human element to words, it 
is giving life to a corpse, it is reanimating Frankenstein’s monster. How do you interpret the 
words and what will you do with them?  

 This thing is set up so that you could have a most horrid time with them or a great time. It 
is all what you make of it, but I really do intend for it to be fun. I like to consider this project an 
amusement park ride because the main purpose is “amusement”. Or what I consider amusement 
at least. Again we might have different definitions. We might have different definitions on a lot 
of things. So I will try to define them all as we go.  

Definitions: 
 The Individual- The spirit you would have if that spirit wasn’t pissed on, dragged 
through the dirt, and spit on by the populace. 

 Shit- What most people spew on a daily basis.  

 Psychopath- An individual with abnormal social behavior- generally seeing the world 
revolving around themselves.  

 For most of human history we have been completely under the control of society. The 
influence of culture is one of the most powerful forces in the world. Sooner or later, and most of 
the time sooner, this influence works its little fingers into each and every one of our heads. 
Societies change, cultures change, the people change, and the world goes on and on. It’s still 
going on, the world and societies, but it’s easier than ever now to get away to that place of 
freedom called “the individual”.  



 Sometimes in the ever moving ocean of ideas and beliefs a force sweeps in like a wave 
and carries everyone with it. You can’t escape waves like this. Take War for example. A force 
from overseas or in your own country grows too powerful, gets more and more droplets, till the 
wave crashes and floods the Earth.  

 In Germany a man obsessed with personal power and nationalistic pride gets enough 
backing to unleash a hell on the entire world. The man leading this charge took political ideas 
and utilized methods of control which had been built upon for ages he combined them in a most 
evil way rarely seen before. There is no right idea,  no correct course of actions in the world, 
there are only ideas that have more influence than others, whether these ideas are fueled by love 
or hate has little consequence. But one thing’s to be sure-for the thousands and thousands 
following this leader these ideas were planted in them and his actions became their actions. The 
people who followed this man were individuals no longer. For the thousands and thousands who 
were targeted and punished they too were individuals no longer, they went from individuals to 
victims. The War became their life, and often times, their death.  

 Some years later the United States got involved in a war with Vietnam. Once again this 
created something of a culture, or multiple cultures as nothing is black and white, people were 
shipped over to fight and die, others evaded the war and began some of the biggest protests the 
States had ever seen. This war tore a divide in our country without being on our soil. For most 
everyone the war is an ever present entity, it is inescapable.  

 There will always be a new divide. In the United States the citizens elected a man loved 
by a some, tolerated by a good number, and hated by many. The social tensions this creates are 
real. The effects on people’s lives whose policies this man targets are real. It’s easy to get 
wrapped up in these politics whether you find them most agreeable or detestable for this reason, 
easy to group each other up, separate into liberals or conservatives or hate and fear mongering 
assholes, but down at the core there’s still the individual. Or is there? At some point it’s 
inevitable these forces that rapture your lives take over your mind as they do your lives. Who 
would you be had everyone let you alone? Who would you be in the perfect world?  

 This isn’t meant to trivialize these happenings. You put a drug in your own body of your 
own free will and are then thrown in prison for years. You immigrate to America to make a better 
life for you and your family and are thrown in prison. Sometimes it’s inescapable, but that 
doesn’t mean it’s not a crock of shit.  

 You grew up poor. Your parents were poor. If there’s a job at all to get, and you’ll have to 
get two, you’ll have to work till you’re too exhausted by the time you get home to do anything. 



You’ve got two kids. You won’t have much time to do anything else besides feed them. But that’s 
okay, your parents didn’t have time for much else either. Neither will your kids, but that’s life.  

 Your parents didn’t have time to raise you. The streets did that, and after watching your 
parents work their lives away from a distance you know you won’t live like them. Not when you 
can push some drugs and make the same money in an hour your parents did in half a week. What 
did the world ever give you anyway to make you feel a bit bad about it?  

 These are all inescapable truths of life. These are forces so strong that it is impossible to 
get away. Not all of society is like that. Some parts are equally shit but not quite as strong, yet 
they manage to drown you a bit, but that’s okay, everyone’s drowning a little.  

 You got out of college with a load of debt and no job prospects, that’s why you’re 
working that same minimum wage job you had before school but now you’re a manager. It’s 
okay, they say if you put in the time now and make some money back maybe you can move out 
of your parents’ house and look for a real job.  

 You live a cushy life full of privilege. You work hard to maintain appearances of a happy 
healthy heartfelt person. You strive for a successful life, you go through years of school to get a 
hot wife. And after some Pussy Pounding Action you get two smiling kids. You are well traveled 
well cultured and not soft spoken when it comes to matters that have little to no bearing on your 
life as long as it is the right opinion to have. You’re a friend to everyone who is as agreeable as 
you. You are self conscious and hate to be alone, for this reason you have a thousand friends who 
by god better like what you did last weekend, or why the hell did you even do it?  

 You live in the city and wear a suit to work everyday. Christ, if only the rest of the world 
could know just that suit cost- they’d be lining up to kiss your feet and beg for scraps even 
though it didn’t even put a dent in your wallet. Your heart beats 160 bpm and your dick is hard as 
stone each and every second at work where you deal with so much money it would make those 
poor little bastards in Africa shit their pants to hear about- if they had any real pants to shit in. 
Real pants being those that cost at least as much as it would cost you to buy one of their livers to 
be cooked by your chef to serve at dinner.  

 Are these generalizing, taking the individual out of the situation entirely? I suppose, but 
at the end of the day the fact remains finding an individual who has made it passed the age of 
twenty is damn near impossible. Most are just living breathing gears of society, shadows of an 
idea that burned bright for a moment. Where’s the societies that still have “individuals”? I forget, 
what even is that?  



 When you live in a place with a strong cultural force, a strong sense of society, it’s easy 
to be blinded by it, for that to be all you see. For the good and bad, the benefits of the place make 
you love it enough to care for it, the problems with the place bog you down till they are certainly 
your problems too. Why shouldn’t they be? You love the people here. You have friends here, you 
have family here, but think, for just a moment, how the world would be if you were living just 
for you and the world was yours for the taking.  

 Look on a large scale. You must see that there are millions of ways to live, something 
which is relatively new. Sure in the olden days the well educated could come upon books of 
other civilizations since passed or the very rich or daring could travel to foreign lands, but today 
you can turn on your TV or computer and see the world as it is in almost every corner. Try and 
you’ll see how little most of the worries that surround you matter. I believe this to be the only 
benefit of a time where mass media shovels hot steaming piles of cheap entertainment 
information and a whole lot of steaming shit possible under the thin guise of “culture” or 
“society” or even “real issues that exist or matter”.  

 Your society tells you to live one way, now you can see there’s one out there telling you 
to live the opposite way. Your society shows its more evil features and you have to ride along 
with it or be left in the dust. Who cares about taking advantage of the poor or polluting the earth 
till it rots or putting others down to get on top or faking your way through it all in control of 
nothing if that’s what it takes?  

 Here’s where I present to you: the idea of Modern Day Psychopathy. To be a modern day 
psychopath you must say no, this isn’t me, I choose something different, I choose to flee the shit 
because deep down you don’t give a shit about the shit to begin with, all it is is shit throwing 
monkeys throwing shit at you like it should be treated as gold. Is society doomed to be a shit 
show forever?  

 I don’t believe so. I think you can make your own society, even if it’s a society for one, in 
the end all you need is something to believe in. If the populace believed in nothing (and I’d argue 
there’s hardly anything to be argued in the world that’s fully true, it’s all our own beliefs 
projected onto others anyhow), they really would just be shit throwing monkeys. I have an idea 
then, if you agree we need some kind of society and that societies are all in their own way 
bullshit- not real but instead others’ ideas thrust upon you, what if there was a culture where you 
the individual were of utmost importance? Where you decide the rules, you make the rules, 
where the individual is nothing short of a god?  



 I think that’s a society to be a part of, though to get there we may need to get a bit... dark. 
A small price to pay, wouldn’t you say? And here to prove it is a man so confident in his views 
and abilities he knows he can live the way he wishes. Through his ideas alone he will live and 
thrive. Who is this man? He is nothing short of a Modern Day Psychopath.  


